Background: In recent years the visualization of biomagnetic measurement data by so-called pseudo current density maps or Hosaka-Cohen (HC) transformations became popular.
Background
In 1976 Cohen et al. introduced in a sequence of publications a method to construct so-called pseudo current density-or arrow-maps from multichannel biomagnetic signals obtained by magnetocardiography (MCG) [1] [2] [3] [4] . The purpose was to transform the measured magnetic field values in a way that the resulting maps could be more easily related to the underlying current density distribution. Later this method was frequently referred to as the Hosaka-Cohen (HC) transformation and its performance was analyzed in some detail [5, 6] . However, it did not find widespread application until recent years, when a kind of renaissance of this method occurred. Recently, the HC-transformation is used in MCG [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , fetal MCG [22] [23] [24] , magnetoencephalography (MEG) [25] [26] [27] and magnetoneurography (MNG) [28] .
A reason for this new development may be the advance of computing power and visualization tools. In addition, in former times system designers preferred to display magnetic field maps (MFM), since they were interested in the measured physical quantity. However, for the end-userthe physicians-MFMs are not very instructive, as the MFM maximum values do not occur above those positions where the generating currents are flowing.
Figs. 1, 2, 3 illustrate this point: it shows two instants of the atrial excitation marked by the cursors in the MCGbutterfly-plot in Fig. 1 (a butterfly-plot is obtained by superpositioning the MCG-Signals of all channels in one display). The respective pseudo current density (PCD-) plots show very clearly and intuitively the preceding activation over the right atrium (Fig. 2, right) followed by that over the left atrium (Fig. 3, right) , whereas the MFMs in Fig. 2 (left) and in Fig. 3 (left) require expert knowledge to interpret them in the same way.
Other features of modern pseudo current density maps helped to spur interest: i) while Hosaka and Cohen coded the information of the pseudo current density amplitude into the size of the arrows the recent display techniques added an underlying false-colour scaling to the maps.
ii) visually attractive results are achieved, if a sequence of maps is presented as an animated clip. Then the spatiotemporal dynamics of the electrophysiological function are more easily perceptible.
The question that remains open is: what do pseudo current density maps really show? Already the term "pseudo" indicates that the real current density distribution is different and may deviate considerably. This is already evident when considering the fact that the PCD-maps are only 2D-projections of a 3D reality. The initial papers of Hosaka and Cohen just gave an empirical explanation, why their maps produce an approximate image of the underlying current density distribution. Later explanations e.g. by other authors [7] relating the curl of the measured magnetic induction curl with the current density were incorrect and misleading. Therefore in the following chapters an analytically based calculation is presented that illustrates the physical justification and the limitations of this visualization method. This paper will not deal with minimum norm estimates or other inverse methods calculating the current density from field maps. Rather, the Hosaka-Cohen transformation provides just another representation of the measured magnetic field by a postprocessing of the magnetic field data. The underlying current distribution does not enter in the calculation of the HC-transformation. We intend to clarify in which way certain features of the PCD-maps can nevertheless be related to the underlying current distribution. Some common fallacies in the interpretation of PCD maps are elucidated.
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Butterfly plot of a multichannel magnetocardiogramm Figure 1 Butterfly plot of a multichannel magnetocardiogramm. The two cursors mark the time instants related to the visualizations shown in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively.
Finally we would like to stress the utility of PCD maps to provide a visualization of measurement results obtained by biomagnetic systems with very different sensor configurations. Whether magnetometers, planar gradiometers or vector magnetometers are used always similar PCD maps may be computed and will thus allow a simple cross-platform, i.e. multicentre comparability of biomagnetic investigations.
Methods
Construction of pseudo current density maps PCD-maps are obtained from magnetic field values at a number of points in space [29, 30] . Multichannel measurement systems, containing a number of SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference devices) as magnetic field sensors, are used to measure the magnetic fields generated by electrophysiological functions in the heart (MCG = magnetocardiography), the brain (MEG = magnetoencephalography) or in other muscles or nerves (MNG = magnetoneurography). In MEG, helmet systems are used, where the SQUIDs are arranged on the surface of a sphere. For other applications, the SQUIDs are distributed more or less in a plane.
For the following discussion a simple current dipole source with current dipole moment may be considered, i.e. a source-drain configuration with vanishing source-drain distance with unit vector and a source strength of I. This current element generates a magnetic flux density ( ) which -according to the law of Biot-Savart -is expressed as
Often, planar SQUID-systems measure only one component of the -field, e.g.B z . Fig. 4 shows the B z -distribution calculated with (2) for a measurement plane of size 40 cm × 40 cm which is positioned 10 cm above a current dipole with a dipole moment of 1 μAm. The direction of the dipole within the x-y-plane is diagonal to the coordinate system and the magnetic flux density distribution is pre- As -according to Maxwell -curl = μ 0 some authors concluded that this is the rationale for the pseudo-current density maps. However, at the sites where is measured the current density is zero and thus also curl = 0 holds.
Hence no direct relation between and and curl exists at the location of the sensors. But since curl = 0 everywhere in the measurement space, the two terms that represents must exactly compensate the remaining . This in turn leads to the conclusion that also the remaining terms lead to equivalent arrow maps, as it is discussed later in this paper.
Results
Pseudo current density maps of analytically solvable models A single current dipole alone (i.e. without considering return currents) and the application of Biot-Savart's law describe a too artificial, non-physical situation. The physical background of the PCD-maps may be evaluated by: i) modeling the MCG by a current dipole in a conductive half space, and ii) modeling the MNG by an extended linear or curved source [28, 31] or by a train of current dipoles in a conducting half space and iii) modeling the MEG by a current dipole in a conductive sphere.
Of course also those are quite crude models of the reality but they represent basic models of sound physics and can be treated completely analytical. Thus the relations between source and PCD-map and the role of curl are exactly traceable.
Current dipole in a conductive half space
To a first approximation the MCG may be modeled by a current dipole = (p x , p y , p z ) at 0 = (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ), representing the heart's electrical activity, in a conductive half space, representing the torso. The coordinate system is chosen such that z = 0 at the boundary between the "torso" with constant conductivity and the non-conducting space containing the measurement sites.
The magnetic flux density at coordinate = (x, y, z) above the half space (z > 0) is according to [32] given by
, where ∇ is the nabla operator.
In Cartesian coordinates can be explicitly written as
An inspection of (6)- (8) shows that
• p z does not contribute to ( ) above z > 0,
• B x ( ), B y ( ), and B z ( ) do not depend on the position of the torso boundary as long as it is between measurement point and current dipole,
• the difference to the -field calculated by Biot-Savart's law for an isolated current dipole occurs only in (6) and (7),
• ( ) is independent of the value of the constant conductivity in the half space.
Note that the above field properties are also valid for a horizontally layered conductor, i.e. for a conductivity σ = σ (z). This supports the argument that the Hosaka-Cohen transformation is really related to the underlying current source. However, it is also evident from (9) that additional terms are blurring and distorting the image.
On first sight the distribution of arrows might suggest that this is an image not only of the current dipole but also of the return currents (also termed: volume currents). And indeed, the model "dipole current in a conductive half space" considers the role of the return currents. However, in this special geometry, the volume currents do not contribute to B z ( )as can be seen above. It becomes also evident, that the spatial distribution of away from X = 0, Y = 0 does not represent the return currents if Z is varied. Without loss in validity of equations (6)- (8) A closer look to just one component (e.g. the x-component) of reveals that it is composed of two terms
The spatial distribution of both terms is shown in Fig. 6 c -is radially symmetric the second term is not. Along the symmetry axis parallel to the direction of the dipole this latter term is vanishing, see the dotted line in Fig. 6 . Unfortunately the second term is of the same order of magnitude as the first term. Thus c x is not directly proportional to p x as the second term contains mixed terms. However, it contributes a kind of focussing effect.
Current dipole in a conductive sphere
For a current dipole at 0 in a conductive sphere similar relations can be obtained in terms of spherical coordinates r, ϑ, j. The magnetic flux density outside the sphere is given by [32] with F = R(r R + ), = -0 , R = | |, r = | |, and
This expression is valid for a conductivity profile σ = σ (r). Then for the pseudo current density the following relation gained from curl in spherical coordinates may be applied to (13) 
leading to
Particularly for ϑ = 0, i. e. directly above the current dipole, one obtains Thus the discussion of the results follows the same lines as in the preceding chapter.
Pseudo current density maps for MNG and MEG recordings
In Fig. 7 isocontour and PCD-maps of an MNG recording using 49 channels of a planar SQUID system are shown. The centre of the system was placed over the lumbar spine with a distance of approximately 8 cm between the magnetic sensors and leg nerves coming from the left leg entering the spine. The nerve response to electrical stimulation at the ankle with amplitude of about 10 mA and duration of 100 μs was recorded. 9.000 responses were averaged to improve the pure signal-to-noise ratio. In Fig. 7 , top, an isocontour map of the B z -field component 15 ms after the stimulus and in Fig. 7 , bottom, the corresponding PCDmap are shown. Inspecting the isocontour map from Fig.  7 only a raw understanding of an underlying current and its direction corresponding to the zero line of the map is possible for an expert. The PCD-map allows a more intuitive conclusion that the underlying nerve current is extremely extended and slightly curved. Fig. 8 displays maps of an acoustically evoked MEG recorded in a helmet system with 93 channels. The spherical maps are unfolded, the nose is situated at the top, and ears are at the right and left side, respectively. The measurement recorded the brain response to acoustic stimulation with a 1 kHz sinusoidal tone. 30 stimuli were averaged. In Fig. 8, top , an isocontour map of the radial field component at the occurrence of the maximum of the response (about 100 ms after stimulus; termed "N100") is shown and in Fig. 8 , bottom, the corresponding PCDmap. Using the isocontour map from Fig. 8 the number of sources and their configuration cannot be concluded. On the other hand from inspecting the PCD-map one can conclude that two separate focal sources are active, one in each hemisphere in the corresponding acoustic cortex.
Discussion
Alternative pseudo current density maps and corresponding hardware realizations The Hosaka-Cohen transformation is nothing else but a combination of partial derivatives of components of ( ). Planar gradiometers are hardware realizations that provide an approximation of the partial derivative of ( ). Thus, the SQUID-chip introduced by [33] , which is a combination of x-and y-gradiometers, provides -if wired accordingly-just the approximation of (x, y) (cf. Fig. 9) . Consequently, the software of the first SQUID-systems of that design contained a program called "arrow mapper". Top: B r -map of an acoustically stimulated (1 kHz) N100 signal (contour step 50fT), and bottom: its HC-transformation (scale in fT/cm) Figure 8 Top: B r -map of an acoustically stimulated (1 kHz) N100 signal (contour step 50fT), and bottom: its HC-transformation (scale in fT/cm).
As mentioned before an interrelation between and curl exists. Equation (4) The last relation for may be easily realized by another SQUID-system hardware consisting of vertically oriented planar gradiometers [34] . This system approximates the partial derivative of B y and B x with respect to z. Thus also with that system a direct acquisition of the pseudo current density map is possible (cf. Fig. 10 ).
Finally, the newer vectormagnetometer systems [35, 36] also allow an appropriate combination of partial derivatives leading to Again, the same pseudo current density map occurs, but the signal to noise ratio will be enhanced, as all three vector components of ( ) are utilized.
Visualizing dynamics by creating a sequence of pseudo current density maps for MCG data The perception of dynamic phenomena is considerably enhanced by viewing movies. 
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Planar B z -gradiometer as a hardware realization for performing direct HC-transformations and the related difference quotients Figure 9 Planar B z -gradiometer as a hardware realization for performing direct HC-transformations and the related difference quotients.
A sequence of frames might give an impression of what can be expressed by a movie clip. Figs. 12 displays such a sequence of frames showing the evolution of PCD-maps gained from the multichannel MCG during a heart beat of a healthy volunteer. Due to the higher dynamics during the QRS-complex the frame rate is higher there than during the ST-phase. The start of the activation sequence in the septum, the downwards propagation to the apex, and the following depolarization (Figs. 11 and 12 ) are visible as it is expected from textbook knowledge. The corresponding movie is attached as an additional data file (see Additional file 1).
It is obvious that a PCD-map at the end of the T-wave may serve more consistently for evaluating dispersion of repolarization (Fig. 14) than a Bz-map with its zero-isofieldline.
Another interesting aspect is the difference in spatial field configuration between end of the T-wave and the U-wave.
The real nature of the U-wave is still under debate. But any hypothesis should consider the fact shown here (and confirmed in many other cases) that the spatial origin of the excitation that generates the ECG or MCG at the end of the T-wave differs markedly from that of the U-wave (Figs. 13  and 14) .
Conclusion
In this work we presented examples of electrophysiological measurements where the use of PCD-maps is meaningful. PCD-maps allow in these selected cases an estimate of the underlying currents and also of the temporal behavior of the current propagation. On the other hand, the PCD-maps are only a 2D-presentation of a 3D-current distribution and may deviate considerable from the real current distribution.
We described the analytical basis of PCD-maps and showed that there exist alternative PCD-map presentations if other field components then B z are also taken into account. Additionally we extended the PCD-map method to spherical coordinates as used in MEG.
PCD-maps are very interesting nowadays due to hardware realizations by special designed coil configurations or vector magnetometers. Vector magnetometry allows the recording of all magnetic field components and thus the direct realization of all proposed PCD-map cases.
The advantages of pseudo current density maps besides their intuitive character ("maximum signal is where the action is") are their model-and hardware-independence. While sophisticated inverse methods and filter techniques (e.g. the synthetic aperture beamformer [37] ) may lead to more exact results with respect to the real current density distribution, they are hard to validate and require advanced data processing. In multicentric clinical studies, where comparability of measurement results between different groups is a key issue, PCD-maps might serve as a basis to exchange results. PCD-maps from such different SQUID-systems as those with planar horizontal, planar vertical magnetometers or gradiometers, or vectormagnetometers differ only slightly and are still traceable back to the original measurement results (up to an additive constant).
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Planar vertical gradiometers as a hardware realization for performing direct HC-transformations and the related difference quotients Figure 10 Planar vertical gradiometers as a hardware realization for performing direct HC-transformations and the related difference quotients.
